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CIRCULAR CIRCULAR CITYCITY



Currently, humans produce WAY too much waste. 

We make products, consume them and then chuck them away, littering our planet in the process. But what if 
there was a different way to do things?

In the natural world, there isn’t any rubbish or landfill. Energy is provided by the Sun, one species’ waste is 
another’s food and when things die, their nutrients return to the soil — in a circle of life. 

Inspired by the natural world —  A circular city works in this way. We need to keep goods and ingredients in use 
and share resources to eliminate waste and regenerate rather than demolish buildings and rebuild new ones.

So let’s build our own circular city!

We’ll discuss what our city needs, make plans, design each piece of a puzzle and stitch them all together.



Circular Cities Workshop

Circular City
Principles
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Share

Recycle

What is a Circular City?

A Circular City reuses and recycles 
these things, eliminating waste.

A Normal City takes in people, 
money and resources and

produces waste.

What you will need: Reusable resources, nets at a template, tools 
for colouring and cutting.

What to do: Take your resources to design and construct a building 
of your choice to within a 30cmx30cm square site.

What next: Let’s stitch all plots together to create the UK’s largest 
circular city.
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Reusable Resources 30cm x 30cm Plot Use Nets Provided As Template

Attach Nets Together Build like a Zero Waster

Attach all the Plots Together

Colour In Nets

Straws and Marshmallows Combine to create your building



ARCHITECTURE AND THE CURICULUM

Architecture can be linked to many areas of the curriculum and design skills can empower children 
in helping to understand the world in which they live and to feel part of debates such as the value of 
sustainable futures. Architecture can be included across the curriculum. ‘Let’s Build Your Circular City’ 
can fit into the curriculum in KS2 Geography, Maths, Science, Art & Design and Design & Technology. In 
this project we fit into the national curriculum through: 

Geography - People and Places make a city and are interconnected. Through the project children 
could consider:

• Looking at existing and imagined services/facilities and what their impact is on communities and 
environments.

• Community and commercial needs.

• Environmental impact of the building.

Maths -  Learning about numeracy through architecture is a fascinating way to teach key concepts 
of numeracy. In the design process you could ask students to identify shapes they will need to build a 
three-dimensional model of their design and how to measure and create nets for shapes that represent 
scale and size accurately.



Science - Learning about architecture can inspire excitement and enjoyment of science, through 
helping children to understand the world around them and how architecture plays a big impact on the 
way we live and surrounding environments. Through the project, children could consider:

• The sustainability of their buildings, look at environmental ways of powering, insulating and ventilating 
their buildings.

• They could investigate the building materials and their properties and functions. Encourage them to 
think about why different materials are appropriate for different reasons. 

• In designing their buildings and making their buildings children could explore physics by considering 
and testing the structure and engineering of their buildings.

• The biology through looking at their ecology of their circular city, looking at how we share the habitats 
of the city and what impact their buildings would have on the natural environment. 





1.

Reusable Resources 

Use Reusable Resources
-  First of all you need to find materials to create your building.

- Try to reduce waste where you can and use reusable and recycled resources.

- This could be old cardboard, string, paper, felt. Where possible use materials that are headed for the bin and  
 avoid new materials.

- If you use items such a cereal boxes, use the inside of the box to hide all the logos and packaging so that   
 you can colour/draw on it yourself.



2.

30cm x 30cm Plot

Build on a 30cmx30cm Plot
- Each team has its own plot to build on but let’s discuss first what a city needs before designing. 
 A city needs as much diversity as possible.

-  Here are some ideas but you can of course be as creative and imaginative as you want 

• School
• Playground
• Library
• Sport Centre
• Cinema
• Park

• House
• Tower
• Allotment
• Farm
• Lake
• Town Hall

• Office
• Shop
• Recycling Plant
• Museum
• Theatre
• Place of worship



3.

Use Nets Provided As Template

Use the Nets Provided as a Template
-  Use the nets as examples on how to fold and cut your materials to make structures/ blocks for your design.

-  To help, you can print off the nets and trace them to the back of the material.

- Combine nets together to make your design taller and wider.

- You can use lots of different types to create more fun structures and shapes.



4.

Colour In Nets

Colour in the Nets
- To make your building recognisable, you will want to add your own style to them.

- Using materials such as coloured card can help to add some identity to your design.

- Use pens, pencils, paint and anything else you can think of to draw windows, doors, signs and anything else  
 you want onto your building to make it more recognisable.



5.

Attach Nets Together

Attach Nets Together
- Once you have created your nets for your structure, you need to combine them to give your design the    
 height and width you want.

-  To do this you will need to fix them together so that your structure is strong. 

- Try to reduce waste and secure items using safety clips, strings, marshmallows or even fold materials       
 together.



6.

Build like a Zero Waster

Build like a Zero Waster
- Use materials already in your possession, as long as they can stick on paper.

- Use materials found in nature & earth friendly stationary such as craft tape/glue and soy/beeswax crayons.

Remember:

- Avoid waste as much as possible. 

- If you cut a piece of card try to use the off-cut. For example if you cut out card to create a tree, 
 use the off-cut to create a window or a door.

- This is how a circular city works, where possible nothing is wasted.



7.

Straws and Marshmallows

Use Alternative Materials
- Once you have an overall building shape/design, look at how you can be more creative with your site.

- Using materials such as paper straws, sticks and marshmallows can help you to create different structures.  

-  This can create parts to your building that make it exciting and interesting.

- These can be used to create frames, gates, roofs, balconies, wind turbines



8.

Combine to create your building.

Combine to Create your Building.
- Once you have all your items made, finish piecing everything together.

- Think about if you need anything else on your 30cmx30cm site, such as a garden, a fence or a path.

- Use any left over material or cut-outs to do this.

-  Once you have finished make sure the project is secure enough to move it around for later.



9.

Attach all the Plots Together

Attach the Plots Together
- Once you have completed your building, take it into class to combine with classmates buildings.

- Discuss the projects with each other to understand what you want your circular city to look like. Decide if you  
 want roads, greenspace, rivers, lakes within your city plan.

- Use the template as a plan to understand where the different parts of the city are located to create a diverse   
 and exciting city plan.

- Once you have decided where everything goes, put them together and name your new city.

- Use this to understand how your own city works.



......................................................  THE UK’S NEWEST CIRCULAR CITY (Create Your City Plan)

CITY PARK



Q
Net of a Cube



Y
Net of a Rectangular Prism



K 
Net of a Triangular Prism



H 
Net of a Cylinder



A 
Net of a Pyramid



S 
Net of a Square Based Pyramid



G 
Net of a Cone




